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A GLOBAL VERSION OF THE KOON-MARSDEN JACOBIATOR FORMULA
PAULA BALSEIRO
Abstract. In this paper we study the Jacobiator (the cyclic sum that vanishes when the Jacobi identity
holds) of the almost Poisson brackets describing nonholonomic systems. We revisit the local formula
for the Jacobiator established by Koon and Marsden in [16] using suitable local coordinates and explain
how it is related to the global formula obtained in [1], based on the choice of a complement to the
constraint distribution. We use an example to illustrate the benefits of the coordinate-free viewpoint.
Dedicated to the memory of J.E. Marsden
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1. Introduction
The geometric approach to nonholonomic systems was among the many research interests of J. E.
Marsden, and his contributions to this area were fundamental. A system with nonholonomic constraints
can be geometrically described by an almost Poisson bracket [11, 14, 19], whose failure to satisfy the
Jacobi identity, measured by the so-called Jacobiator, is precisely what encodes the nonholonomic
nature of the system. There is a vast literature on the study of such nonholonomic brackets and
their properties, starting with the early work of Chaplygin [6], see e.g. [2, 11, 13, 8, 5, 10, 12]. An
explicit formula for the Jacobiator of nonholonomic brackets, expressed in suitable local coordinates,
was obtained by Koon and Marsden in their 1998 paper [16]. In the present paper, we revisit the
Koon-Marsden formula of [16] and explain how it can be derived from the coordinate-free Jacobiator
formula for nonholonomic brackets obtained in [1].
We organize the paper as follows. In Section 2, we recall the hamiltonian viewpoint to systems with
nonholonomic constraints. For a nonholonomic system on a configuration manifold Q, determined by a
lagrangian L : TQ→ R and a nonintegrable distribution D on Q (the constraint distribution, defining
1
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the permitted velocities of the system), we consider the induced nonholonomic bracket {·, ·}nh defined
on the submanifold M := Leg(D) of T ∗Q, where Leg : T ∗Q → TQ is the Legendre transform (see
Section 2.2). In Section 2.3 (see Theorem 2.1) we recall the global formula for the Jacobiator of {·, ·}nh
from [1], which depends on the choice of a complement W of the constraint distribution D such that
TQ = D⊕W . As shown in [1], this formula is useful to provide information about properties of reduced
nonholonomic brackets in the presence of symmetries.
In Section 3 we recall the choice of coordinates, suitably adapted to the constraints, used by Koon
and Marsden in [16], and in terms of which their Jacobiator formula is expressed. We then compare the
global and local viewpoints in Section 4, explaining how one can derive the local Jacobiator formula in
[16] from the coordinate-free formula in [1].
Since the formula in [1] is coordinate free, it can be used in examples without specific choices
of coordinates. We illustrate this fact studying the snakeboard, following [18, 16]; here the natural
coordinates in the problem are not adapted to the constraints so, in principle, the local formula from
[16] cannot be directly applied.
Acknowledgments: I thank the organizers of the Focus Program on Geometry, Mechanics and Dy-
namics, the Legacy of Jerry Marsden, held at the Fields Institute in Canada, for their hospitality
during my stay. I also benefited from the financial support given by Mitacs (Canada), and I am
specially grateful to Jair Koiller for his help. I also thank FAPERJ (Brazil) and the GMC Network
(projects MTM2012-34478, Spain) for their support.
2. Nonholonomic systems
2.1. The hamiltonian viewpoint. A nonholonomic system is a mechanical system on a configuration
manifold Q with constraints on the velocities which are not derived from constraints in the positions.
Mathematically, it is defined by a lagrangian L : TQ→ R of mechanical type, i.e., L = κ− U where κ
is the kinetic energy metric and U ∈ C∞(Q) is the potential energy, and a nonintegrable distribution
D on Q determining the constraints, see [3, 7]. If D is an integrable distribution then the system is
called holonomic.
In order to have an intrinsic formulation of the dynamics of nonholonomic systems, let us consider
the Legendre transform Leg : TQ→ T ∗Q associated to the lagrangian L. The Legendre transform is a
diffeomorphism since Leg = κ♭, where κ♭ : TQ → T ∗Q is defined by κ♭(X)(Y ) = κ(X,Y ). We denote
by H : T ∗Q→ R the hamiltonian function associated to the lagragian L.
We define the constraint submanifold M of T ∗Q by M = κ♭(D). Note that M is a vector subbundle
of T ∗Q. We denote by τ : M→ Q the restriction to M of the canonical projection τQ : T
∗Q→ Q.
On M we have a natural 2-form ΩM given by ΩM := ι
∗ΩQ where ι : M → T
∗Q is the inclusion and
ΩQ is the canonical 2-form on T
∗Q. The constraints are encoded on a (regular) distribution C on M
defined, at each m ∈M, by
Cm = {v ∈ TmM : Tτ(v) ∈ Dτ(m)}. (2.1)
It was proven in [2] that the point-wise restriction of the 2-form ΩM to C, denoted by ΩM|C, is
nondegenerate. That is, if X ∈ Γ(C) is such that iXΩM|C ≡ 0, then X = 0. Therefore, there is a unique
vector field Xnh on M, called the nonholonomic vector field, such that Xnh(m) ∈ Cm and
iXnhΩM|C = dHM|C, (2.2)
where HM := ι
∗
H : M → R. The integral curves of Xnh are solutions of the nonholonomic dynamics
[2].
In order to write (2.2) in local coordinates, suppose that the constraint distribution D is described
(locally) by the annihilators of 1-forms ǫa for a = 1, ..., k, that is D = {(q, q˙) : ǫa(q)(q˙) = 0 for all a =
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1, ..., k}. If we consider canonical coordinates (qi, pi) on T
∗Q then the constraints are given by
ǫai (q)
∂H
∂pi
= 0, for a = 1, ..., k,
and (2.2) becomes
q˙i =
∂H
∂pi
, p˙i = −
∂H
∂qi
+ λaǫ
a,
where λa are functions (called the Lagrange multipliers) which are uniquely determined by the fact
that the constraints are satisfied.
2.2. The nonholonomic bracket. Recall that an almost Poisson bracket on M is an R-bilinear
bracket {·, ·} : C∞(M)×C∞(M)→ C∞(M) that is skew-symmetric and satisfies the Leibniz condition:
{fg, h} = f{g, h} + {f, h}g, for f, g, h ∈ C∞(M).
If {·, ·} satisfies the Jacobi identity, then the bracket is called Poisson. The hamiltonian vector field
Xf on M associated to a f ∈ C
∞(M) is defined by
Xf = {·, f} (2.3)
and the characteristic distribution of {·, ·} is a distribution on the manifold M whose fibers are spanned
by the hamiltonian vector fields. If the bracket is Poisson, then its characteristic distribution is inte-
grable. However, the converse is not always true.
From the Leibniz identity it follows that there is a one-to-one correspondence between almost Poisson
brackets {·, ·} and bivector fields π ∈
∧2(TM) given by
{f, g} = π(df, dg), f, g,∈ C∞(M). (2.4)
Let us denote by π♯ : T ∗M → TM the map defined by β(π♯(α)) = π(α, β). Then, using (2.3), the
hamiltonian vector field Xf is also given by Xf = −π
♯(df) and the characteristic distribution of π is
the image of π♯. The Schouten bracket [π, π] (see [17]) measures the failure of the Jacobi identity of
{·, ·} through the relation
1
2
[π, π](df, dg, dh) = {f, {g, h}} + {f, {g, h}} + {g, {h, f}} + {h, {f, g}} (2.5)
for f, g, h ∈ C∞(M). So we refer to the trivector 12 [π, π] as the Jacobiator of π, which is zero when π
is a Poisson bivector.
Coming back to our context, consider a nonholonomic system on a manifoldQ defined by a lagrangian
L and a constraint distribution D. Due to the nondegeneracy of ΩM|C, there is an induced bivector
field πnh ∈
∧2(TM) defined at each α ∈ T ∗M by
π♯
nh
(α) = X if and only if iXΩM|C = −α|C. (2.6)
The characteristic distribution of πnh is the distribution C defined in (2.1). Since C is not integrable,
πnh is not Poisson.
The bivector field πnh is called the nonholonomic bivector field [19, 14, 11] and it describes the
dynamics in the sense that
π♯
nh
(dHM) = −Xnh. (2.7)
By (2.4), the nonholonomic bivector πnh defines uniquely an almost Poisson bracket {·, ·}nh onM, called
the nonholonomic bracket. From (2.6) we observe that
{f, g}nh = ΩM(Xf ,Xg) for f, g ∈ C
∞(M),
where Xf = −π
♯
nh
(df) and Xg = −π
♯
nh
(dg). The nonholonomic vector field (2.7) is equivalently defined
through the equation Xnh = {·,HM}nh.
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2.3. The Jacobiator formula. Recall that C is a smooth distribution on M. Choose a complement
W of C on TM such that, for each m ∈M,
TmM = Cm ⊕Wm. (2.8)
Let PC : TM → C and PW : TM → W be the projections associated to the decomposition (2.8).
Since PW : TM → W can be seen as a W-valued 1-form, following [1], we define the W-valued 2-form
KW given by
KW(X,Y ) = −PW([PC(X), PC(Y )]) for X,Y ∈ X(M). (2.9)
Once a complement W of C is chosen, we obtain a coordinate-free formula for the Jacobiator of the
nonholonomic bracket.
Theorem 2.1. [1] The following holds:
1
2
[πnh, πnh](α, β, γ) = ΩM(KW(π
♯
nh
(α), π♯
nh
(β)), π♯
nh
(γ))− γ
(
KW(π
♯
nh
(α), π♯
nh
(β))
)
+ cyclic. (2.10)
for α, β, γ ∈ T ∗M.
In fact, a more general formula appeared in [1], valid for any bivector field πB gauge related to πnh.
In that context, this formula was used to understand under which circumstances the reduction of πB
by symmetries had an integrable characteristic distribution (even if it was not Poisson).
We will now show how this formula recovers the coordinate Jacobiator formula obtained in [16].
3. The Koon-Marsden adapted coordinates
In this section we will recall the Koon-Marsden approach to writing the Jacobiator of a nonholonomic
bracket, based on a suitable choice of coordinates of the manifold Q. After this, we will write the objects
presented in Section 2 (such as the 2-forms ΩM and KW, and the bivector πnh) in such local coordinates
in order to see the equivalence between the local and global viewpoints.
We start by recalling the coordinates chosen in [16]. Consider a nonholonomic system given by a
lagrangian L and a nonintegrable distribution D. Let ǫa for a = 1, ..., k be 1-forms that span the
annihilator of D, i.e., D◦ = span{ǫa}. The authors in [16] introduce local coordinates (qi) = (rα, sa)
on Q for which each 1-form ǫa has the form
ǫa = dsa +Aaα(r, s)dr
α, (3.11)
where Aaα are functions on Q for α = 1, ..., n − k and a = 1, ..., k. During the present paper, we refer
to the coordinates (rα, sa) such that (3.11) is satisfied as coordinates adapted to the constraints.
These coordinates induce a (local) basis of D given by
{
Xα :=
∂
∂rα −A
a
α
∂
∂sa
}
. We complete the basis
{Xα} and {ǫ
a} in order to obtain dual basis on TQ and T ∗Q, that is
TQ = span
{
Xα,
∂
∂sa
}
and T ∗Q = span{drα, ǫa}.
Let (p˜α, p˜a) be the coordinates on T
∗Q associated to the basis {drα, ǫa}. Since M = span{κ♭(Xα)} ⊂
T ∗Q then
M = {(qi, p˜a, p˜α) : p˜a = [κaα][καβ ]
−1p˜β = J
β
a p˜β}, (3.12)
where [κaα] denotes the (k×(n−k))-matrix with entries given by κaα = κ(
∂
∂sa ,Xα), [καβ ]
−1 is the inverse
matrix associated to the invertible ((n − k) × (n − k))-matrix with entries given by καβ = κ(Xα,Xβ)
and Jβa are the functions on Q representing the entries of the matrix [κaα][καβ ]
−1. Therefore, each
element (rα, sa; p˜α) represents a point on the manifold M.
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In [16] the Jacobiator formula is written in terms of the curvature of an Ehresmann connection. The
local coordinates (rα, sa) induce a fiber bundle with projection given by υ(rα, sa) = rα. Let us call W
the vertical distribution defined by this projection.
The Ehresmann connection A on υ : Q = {rα, sa} → R = {rα} is chosen in such a way that its
horizontal space agrees with the distribution D. The connection A is represented by a vector-valued
differential form given, at each X ∈ TQ, by
A(X) = ǫa(X)
∂
∂sa
. (3.13)
The curvature associated to this connection is a vector-valued 2-form KW defined on X,Y ∈ X(Q)
by
KW (X,Y ) = −A([PD(X), PD(Y )]), (3.14)
where PD : TQ→ TQ is the projection to D given by PD(X) = dr
α(X)Xα.
In coordinates, the curvature KW is given by the following formula [16, Sec. 2.1]:
KW (X,Y ) = dǫ
a(PD(X), PD(Y ))
∂
∂sa
,
hence, locally,
dǫa|D = C
a
αβdr
α ∧ drβ|D, (3.15)
where Caαβ(r, s) =
∂Aaβ
∂rα
−Abα
∂Aaβ
∂sb
. Let us define
Kaαβ = C
a
αβ − C
a
βα. (3.16)
For each a = 1, ..., k the coefficients Kaαβ are skew-symmetric and dǫ
a|D = K
a
αβdr
α ∧ drβ|D, for α < β.
Therefore, if X, X¯ ∈ D then dǫa(X, X¯) = Kaαβv
αv¯β where X = vαXα and X¯ = v¯
βXβ .
Remark 3.1. Observe that in [16], the 1-forms ǫa where denoted by ωa while KW was denoted by B
and the coefficients Kaαβ were −B
a
αβ. In this case, for q˙ ∈ D then dω
b(q˙, ·)|D = −B
b
αβ r˙
αdrβ|D (observe
the correction in the sign with respect to the equation in [16, Sec. 2.1]). ⋄
Finally, in [16, Theorem 2.1] the almost Poisson bracket {·, ·}M describing the dynamics of a non-
holonomic system was written following [19] but in local coordinates on Q adapted to the constraints
(3.11). That is, {·, ·}M was computed from the canonical Poisson bracket on T
∗Q but written in terms
of the adapted coordinates (rα, sa, p˜α, p˜a). As a result, the almost Poisson bracket {·, ·}M on M, written
in local coordinates (rα, sa, p˜α), has the following form [16]
{qi, qj}M = 0, {r
α, p˜β}M = δ
β
α, {s
a, p˜α}M = −A
a
α, {p˜α, p˜β}M = K
b
αβJ
γ
b p˜γ (3.17)
4. The coordinate version of the Jacobiator formula
4.1. Interpretation of the adapted coordinates. In this section, we will relate the choice of the
coordinates proposed in [16] with the choice of a complement W done in [1] (see (3.11) and (2.8),
respectively). We will also connect the curvature (3.14) with the 2-form (2.9), and the nonholonomic
bivector πnh with the bracket {·, ·}M given in (2.6) and (3.17), respectively.
Consider a nonholonomic system on a manifold Q given by a lagrangian L and a nonintegrable
distribution D. Let us consider local coordinates (rα, sa) adapted to the constraints as in (3.11).
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Lemma 4.1. The choice of coordinates (rα, sa) adapted to the constraints (3.11), induce a complement
W of D on TQ such that
TQ = D ⊕W, where W = span
{
∂
∂sa
}
. (4.18)
The projection PW : TQ → W associated to the decomposition (4.18) is interpreted in [16] as the
Ehresmann connection A (3.13). In this context we compare the curvature KW defined in (3.14) (see
[16]) with the W-valued 2-form KW defined in (2.9).
Recall that the submanifold M = κ♭(D) ⊂ T ∗Q is described by local coordinates (rα, sa; p˜α) (see
(3.12)). Locally T ∗M is generated by the basis BT ∗M = {dr
α, ǫa, dp˜α}. During the rest of the paper,
when there is no risk of confusion, we will use the same notation for 1-forms on Q and their pull back
to M and T ∗Q, (i.e., τ∗drα = drα and τ∗ǫa = ǫa where τ : M→ Q is the canonical projection).
Since τ -projectable vector fields generate TM at each point, we can consider a complement W of C
generated by τ -projectable vector fields Za such that Tτ(Za) ∈W . That is,
C = span
{
Xα,
∂
∂p˜α
}
and W = span
{
Za : Tτ(Za) =
∂
∂sa
}
. (4.19)
Lemma 4.2. Let W be a complement of C as in (4.19) where W is the complement of D induced by
the coordinates (rα, sa) as in Lemma 4.1.
(i) The W-valued 2-form KW and the curvature KW , defined in (2.9) and (3.14) respectively, are
related, at each X,Y ∈ TM, by KW (Tτ(X), T τ(Y )) = Tτ(KW(X,Y )). In local coordinates
(rα, sa) adapted to the constraints (3.11), the following holds:
KW|C = (C
a
αβdr
α ∧ drβ|C)⊗ Za.
(ii) Let W¯ be a different complement of C such that Tτ(W) = Tτ(W¯) = W . For X,Y ∈ Γ(C) we
have
KW(X,Y )−KW¯(X,Y ) ∈ Γ(C).
Proof. (i) During this proof and to avoid confusion, we will work with the basis {τ∗drα, τ∗ǫa, dp˜α}
of T ∗M, keeping drα and dsa to denote 1-forms on Q. Let us consider the basis B = {Xα,
∂
∂p˜α
, Za}
of TM adapted to C ⊕ W and its dual B∗ = {τ∗dra,Ψα, τ
∗ǫa} where Ψβ(Xα) = Ψβ(Za) = 0 and
Ψβ(
∂
∂p˜α
) = δαβ . Then, for X,Y ∈ Γ(C),
KW(X,Y ) = −PW([X,Y ]) = −τ
∗ǫa([X,Y ])Za = dτ
∗ǫa(X,Y )Za = dǫ
a(Tτ(X), T τ(Y ))Za.
Therefore, Tτ(KW(X,Y )) = dǫ
a(Tτ(X), T τ(Y ))⊗ ∂∂sa = KW (Tτ(X), T τ(Y )). Finally, since Tτ(X), T τ(Y ) ∈
Γ(D) (see (2.1)) and using (3.15) we obtain
KW|C = (C
a
αβτ
∗drα ∧ τ∗drβ|C)⊗ Za.
Using our simplified notation (τ∗drα = drα) we obtain the desired formula.
(ii) Let B and B∗ be the basis as in item (i). Consider also B¯ = {Xα,
∂
∂p˜α
, Z¯a} a basis of TM
adapted to TM = C⊕W¯ such that Tτ(Z¯a) =
∂
∂sa and its dual B¯
∗ = {drα, Ψ¯α, ǫ
a}, such that Ψ¯β(Xα) =
Ψ¯β(Z¯a) = 0 and Ψ¯β(
∂
∂p˜α
) = δαβ . Then we have that, for X,Y ∈ C,
KW¯(X,Y ) = −PW¯([X,Y ]) = ǫ
a([X,Y ])Z¯a = KW(X,Y ) + ǫ
a([X,Y ])⊗ (Z¯a − Za).
Since Z¯a − Za ∈ KerTτ ⊂ C then KW(X,Y )−KW¯(X,Y ) ∈ C. 
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Remark 4.3. Note that the coordinates description of KW shows that it is semi-basic with respect
to the bundle projection τ : M → Q, i.e., iXKW = 0 if Tτ(X) = 0. This is in agreement with [1,
Prop. 3.1] ⋄
In order to write the nonholonomic bivector πnh using (2.6) but in local coordinates (r
α, sa; p˜α) on
M we study the local description of the 2-section ΩM|C.
The canonical 1-form ΘQ on T
∗Q is given, in local coordinates (rα, sa; p˜α, p˜a), by ΘQ = p˜αdr
α+ p˜aǫ
α.
Then, it is straightforward to see that the canonical 2-form ΩQ is written locally as
ΩQ = dr
α ∧ dp˜α + ǫ
a ∧ dp˜a − p˜adǫ
a.
Recall that ι : M→ T ∗Q is the natural inclusion, so the pull back of ΩQ to M is given by
ΩM = ι
∗ΩQ = dr
α ∧ dp˜α + ι
∗ǫa ∧ dι∗(p˜a)− ι
∗(p˜a)d(ι
∗ǫa), (4.20)
where drα and dp˜α are considered as 1-forms on M.
Therefore,
ΩM|C = dr
α ∧ dp˜α − ι
∗(p˜a)ι
∗(dǫa)|C
= drα ∧ dp˜α − J
δ
a p˜δC
a
αβdr
α ∧ drβ|C,
(4.21)
where in the last equation we use (3.12) and the coordinate version of dǫ|D given in (3.15). Applying
(2.6) to the 2-form ΩM and C, given in (4.20) and (4.19) respectively, we compute the nonholonomic
bivector field πnh on M:
π♯
nh
(drα) =
∂
∂p˜α
, π♯
nh
(dsa) = −Aaα
∂
∂p˜α
, π♯
nh
(dp˜α) = −Xα + J
δ
a p˜δK
a
αβ
∂
∂p˜β
. (4.22)
Lemma 4.4. The almost Poisson bracket {·, ·}M given in (3.17) (see [16, Theorem 2.1]) is the coor-
dinate version of the nonholonomic bracket {·, ·}nh associated to the bivector field πnh obtained from
(2.6).
4.2. The Jacobiator in adapted coordinates. Consider a nonholonomic system on a manifold Q
given by a lagrangian L and a constraint distribution D such that ǫa, for a = 1, ..., k, are 1-forms
generating D◦. Consider local coordinates (rα, sa) on Q adapted to the constraints as in (3.11). Let
(rα, sa; p˜α) be the coordinates on the manifold M = κ
♭(D). By Lemma 4.4, the almost Poisson bracket
{·, ·}M (3.17) is the coordinate version of the bivector field πnh given in (2.6), and thus Koon-Marsden
formula for the Jacobiator can be written directly with respect to {·, ·}nh.
Theorem 4.5. [16, Sec. 2.5] The Jacobiator of the nonholonomic bracket {·, ·}nh, in coordinates
(ra, sa; p˜α) on M, is given by the following formula
{p˜γ , {r
α, p˜β}nh}nh + cyclic = J
α
b K
b
βγ ,
{p˜β , {s
a, p˜α}nh}nh + cyclic = −K
a
αβ −A
a
γJ
γ
bK
b
αβ , (4.23)
{p˜γ , {p˜α, p˜β}nh}nh + cyclic = p˜τJ
τ
a
∂Aaγ
∂sb
Kbαβ + p˜τJ
τ
aK
a
δγJ
δ
bK
b
αβ − p˜τK
b
αβ
(
∂Jτb
∂rγ
−Aaγ
∂Jτb
∂sa
)
+ cyclic,
with all other combinations equal to zero and where Jαb , K
a
αβ and A
a
α are the functions on Q defined in
(3.12), (3.16) and (3.11), respectively.
The next result relates the coordinate formula (4.23) of the Jacobiator with the coordinate-free
formula given in Theorem 2.1.
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Theorem 4.6. Let (rα, sa) be coordinates on Q adapted to the constraints as in (3.11) and let W be
the complement of D induced by the coordinates (Lemma 4.1). The Koon-Marsden Jacobiator formula
(4.23) for the nonholonomic bracket {·, ·}nh is the coordinate version of the Jacobiator formula given
in Theorem 2.1 for W any complement of C as in (4.19).
Proof. In order to prove the equivalence we write the Schouten bracket [πnh, πnh] using Theorem 2.1
evaluated on the elements {drα, dsa, dp˜α}.
First, observe that by Remark 4.3, the 2-form KW defined in (2.9) is annihilated by any of the
elements π♯
nh
(drα) or π♯
nh
(dsα) (see (4.22)). On the other hand, by Lemma 4.2(ii), we have that
KW(π
♯
nh
(dp˜α), π
♯
nh
(dp˜β)) = K
a
αβZa, where Za ∈ TM such that Tτ(Za) =
∂
∂sa . Moreover, observe that
ǫa(Zb) = δαβ and dr
α(Za) = 0.
Therefore, using the coordinate version of ΩM (4.20) in Theorem 2.1 we obtain
1
2
[πnh, πnh](dr
α, dp˜β, dp˜γ) = ΩM(KW(π
♯
nh
(dp˜β), π
♯
nh
(dp˜γ)), π
♯
nh
(drα))− drα(KW(π
♯
nh
(dp˜β), π
♯
nh
(dp˜γ)))
= JαaK
a
βγ ,
1
2
[πnh, πnh](ds
a, dp˜α, dp˜β) = ΩM(KW(π
♯
nh
(dp˜α), π
♯
nh
(dp˜β)), π
♯
nh
(dsa))− dsa(KW(π
♯
nh
(dp˜α), π
♯
nh
(dp˜β)))
= −KbαβA
a
γJ
γ
b −K
a
αβ .
Finally, let Ya := Za −
∂
∂sa ∈ KerTτ ⊂ C. Then, we have that
1
2
[πnh, πnh](dp˜α, dp˜β , dp˜γ) = ΩM(K
a
αβZa, π
♯
nh
(dp˜γ))− dp˜γ(K
a
αβZa) + cyclic
= ΩM(K
a
αβ
∂
∂sa
, π♯
nh
(dp˜γ)) + ΩM(K
a
αβYa, π
♯
nh
(dp˜γ))− dp˜γ(K
a
αβYa) + cyclic
= ΩM(K
a
αβ
∂
∂sa
, π♯
nh
(dp˜γ)) + cyclic
= p˜τJ
τ
a
∂Aaγ
∂sb
Kbαβ + p˜τJ
τ
aK
a
δγJ
δ
bK
b
αβ − p˜τK
b
αβ
(
∂Jτb
∂rγ
−Aaγ
∂Jτb
∂sa
)
+ cyclic.
The Jacobiator on the other combinations of elements of the basis {drα, dsa, dp˜α} is zero. Thus, the
relation (2.5) implies that the Jacobiator formula in Theorem 2.1 evaluated in coordinates (3.11) gives
the Koon-Marsden formula (4.23).
Observe that in this proof we are implicitly using Lemma 4.2 for W and W0 = span
{
∂
∂sa
}
.

Remark 4.7. From (2.10) it is straightforward to see that if the 2-form KW is zero then the bivector
πnh is Poisson. On the other hand, it was observed in [16] that if the curvature KW is zero then the
Jacobi identity of {·, ·}nh is satisfied. Using the equivalence between KW and KW (Lemma 4.2(i)) we
see that both 2-forms are zero when D is involutive, i.e., the system is holonomic. ⋄
Remark 4.8. (Symmetries) If the nonholonomic system admits a group of symmetries G then πnh is
G-invariant with respect to the induced (lifted) action on M. As a consequence, the orbit projection
M → M/G induces a reduced bivector field πnh
red
on M/G describing the reduced dynamics. Consider
(rα, sa) adapted coordinates to the constraints as in (3.11) and W the induced complement of D in
TQ given by Lemma 4.1. Let V (respectively V) be the tangent space to the orbit of the G-action on
Q (respect. on M). If W ⊂ V then there is a unique choice of the complement W contained in V:
W := (Tτ |V)
−1(W ).
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With this choice of W, Theorem 2.1 induces a formula for the Jacobiator of the reduced bivector πnh
red
(see [1, Sec.4]).
There are a number of examples of systems verifying that the complement W induced by the coor-
dinates adapted to the constraints (3.11) (as in Lemma 4.1) is vertical with respect to a G-symmetry,
including the vertical rolling disk, the nonholonomic particle and the Chaplygin sphere, see [1, Sec. 7].
⋄
On the other hand, it may happen that a given example is described in coordinates that are not
adapted to the constraints. Then, it is better to use the coordinate free formula of Theorem 2.1.
5. Example: the snakeboard
The snakeboard describes the dynamics of a board with two sets of actuated wheels, one on each end
of the board. A human rider generates forward motion by twisting his body back and forth, and thus
producing a movement on the wheels. This effect is modeled as a momentum wheel which sits in the
middle of the board and is allowed to spin about the vertical axis. The configuration of the snakeboard
is given by the position and orientation of the board in the plane, the angle of the momentum wheel
and the angles of the back and front wheels. Therefore, the configuration manifold Q is given by
Q = SE(2) × (−π/2, π/2) × S1 with local coordinates q = (x, y, θ, ψ, φ), where (x, y, θ) represents the
position and orientation of the center of the board, ψ is the angle of the momentum wheel relative to
the board and φ is the angle of the front and back wheel as in [18] (for details see [4] and [16]).
The Lagrangian is given by
L(q, q˙) =
m
2
(x˙2 + y˙2) +
mr2
2
θ˙2 +
J0
2
ψ˙2 + J0ψ˙θ˙ + J1φ˙
2,
where m the total mass of the board, r is the distance between the center of the board and the wheels,
J0 is the inertia of the rotor and J1 is the inertia of each wheel.
The (nonintegrable) constraint distribution D is given by the annihilator of the following 1-forms:
ǫ1 = − sin(θ + φ)dx+ cos(θ + φ)dy − r cosφdθ
ǫ2 = − sin(θ − φ)dx+ cos(θ − φ)dy + r cosφdθ.
(5.24)
Remark 5.1. The coordinates (x, y, θ, ψ, φ) on Q are not adapted to the 1-forms of constraints ǫ1, ǫ2.
In [15] a simplified version is considered where, taking φ 6= 0, it is possible to write the 1-forms of
constraints in such a way that (x, y, θ, ψ, φ) are adapted coordinates as in (3.11). In this paper, we
will work with the 1-forms given in (5.24), so, our coordinates in Q are not adapted to the constraints,
even though these are the coordinates chosen in [16] to study the reduction by the group of symmetries
SE(2). ⋄
The distribution D on Q is given by
D = span
{
Xψ :=
∂
∂ψ
, Xφ :=
∂
∂φ
, XS := −2r cos
2 φ cos θ
∂
∂x
− 2r cos2 φ sin θ
∂
∂y
+ sin(2φ)
∂
∂θ
}
.
We choose the complement W of D generated by {X1,X2} so that ǫ
a(Xb) = δ
a
b for a, b = 1, 2, that
is
W = span
{
X1 := −
1
2
sin θ secφ
∂
∂x
+
1
2
cos θ secφ
∂
∂y
−
1
2r
secφ
∂
∂θ
,
X2 := −
1
2
sin θ secφ
∂
∂x
+
1
2
cos θ secφ
∂
∂y
+
1
2r
secφ
∂
∂θ
}
.
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Consider the dual basis BTQ = {Xψ,Xφ,XS,X1,X2} and BT ∗Q = {dψ, dφ, αS, ǫ
1, ǫ2} where
αS = −
1
2r
cos θ sec2 φdx−
1
2r
sin θ sec2 φdy.
Let us denote by (q; vψ , vφ, vS, v1, v2) the coordinates on TQ associated with the basis BTQ while
(q; p˜ψ, p˜φ, p˜S, p˜1, p˜2) denote the coordinates on T
∗Q associated to BT ∗Q.
The submanifold M = κ♭(D) = span{κ♭(Xψ), κ
♭(Xφ), κ
♭(XS)} is defined in coordinates by
M = {(q; p˜ψ , p˜φ, p˜S, p˜1, p˜2) : p˜1 = −p˜2 = J1(φ)p˜S + J2(φ)p˜ψ}, (5.25)
where
J1(φ) =
mr
4(r2m− J0 sin
2 φ)
sinφ sec2 φ and J2(φ) = −J1(φ) sin(2φ).
In order to compute the nonholonomic bivector πnh describing the dynamics, we write the 2-form
ΩM and the 2-section ΩM|C in our local coordinates. The canonical 1-form ΘQ on T
∗Q is given by
ΘQ = p˜ψdψ + p˜φdφ+ p˜SαS + p˜aǫ
a. Then,
ΩQ = dψ ∧ dp˜ψ + dφ ∧ dp˜φ + αS ∧ dp˜S − p˜SdαS + ǫ
1 ∧ dp˜1 + ǫ
2 ∧ dp˜2 − p˜1dǫ
1 − p˜2dǫ
2,
Let us consider the basis BT ∗M = {dφ, dψ, αS, ǫ
1, ǫ2, dp˜φ, dp˜ψ, dp˜S} of T
∗
M (here we are using the
same notation for the pullbacks of the forms to M). Recall that, on M, p˜1 and p˜2 are given by (5.25)
and denoting Ji = Ji(φ) for i = 1, 2 we obtain
ΩM =dψ ∧ dp˜ψ + dφ ∧ dp˜φ + αS ∧ dp˜S − p˜SdαS + J1ǫ
1 ∧ dp˜S + J2ǫ
1 ∧ dp˜ψ + p˜SJ
′
1ǫ
1 ∧ dφ+ p˜ψJ
′
2ǫ
1 ∧ dφ
− J1ǫ
2 ∧ dp˜S − J2ǫ
2 ∧ dp˜ψ − p˜SJ
′
1ǫ
2 ∧ dφ− p˜ψJ
′
2ǫ
2 ∧ dφ− (J1p˜S + J2p˜ψ)(dǫ
1 − dǫ2).
(5.26)
On TM consider the dual basis BTM =
{
Xψ , Xφ , XS , X1 , X2 ,
∂
∂p˜ψ
, ∂∂p˜φ ,
∂
∂pS
}
associated to
BT ∗M. Therefore, we can decompose TM = C⊕W such that
C = span
{
Xψ , Xφ , XS ,
∂
∂p˜ψ
,
∂
∂p˜φ
,
∂
∂pS
}
W = span {X1 , X2} . (5.27)
Therefore, using that dǫa|C = (−1)
a2r cosφαS ∧ dφ|C for a = 1, 2 and that dαS|C = 2 tan φdφ ∧ αS|C,
the 2-section ΩM|C is given by
ΩM|C = dψ ∧ dp˜ψ + dφ ∧ dp˜φ + αS ∧ dp˜S − p˜S2 tan φdφ ∧ αS + (J1p˜S + J2p˜ψ)4r cosφαS ∧ dφ |C.
Now, we compute the nonholonomic bracket πnh using (2.6)
πnh =
∂
∂ψ
∧
∂
∂p˜ψ
+
∂
∂φ
∧
∂
∂p˜φ
+XS ∧
∂
∂p˜S
− (p˜S2 tan φ+ 4r(J1p˜S + J2p˜ψ) cos φ)
∂
∂p˜S
∧
∂
∂p˜φ
. (5.28)
Therefore, the hamiltonian vector fields are
π♯
nh
(dψ) =
∂
∂p˜ψ
, π♯
nh
(dφ) =
∂
∂p˜φ
,
π♯
nh
(αS) =
∂
∂p˜S
, π♯
nh
(ǫi) = 0, π♯
nh
(dp˜ψ) = −
∂
∂ψ
,
π♯
nh
(dp˜φ) = −
∂
∂φ
+ (2 tan φp˜S + 4r cosφ(J1p˜S + J2p˜ψ))
∂
∂p˜S
,
π♯
nh
(dp˜S) = −XS − (2 tan φp˜S + 4r cosφ(J1p˜S + J2p˜ψ))
∂
∂p˜φ
.
(5.29)
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In order to apply Theorem 2.1 to compute the Jacobiator of πnh we study the W-valued 2-form KW
defined in (2.9) for W in (5.27). For X,Y ∈ C and using the dual basis BTM and BT ∗M we have that
KW(X,Y ) = −PW([X,Y ]) = −ǫ
1([X,Y ])X1 − ǫ
2([X,Y ])X2
= dǫ1(X,Y )X1 + dǫ
2(X,Y )X2.
Therefore,
KW|C = −2r cos(φ)(αS ∧ dφ |C)⊗ (X1 −X2). (5.30)
Finally, we consider the 2-forms ΩM and KW, described in (5.26) and (5.30) and the vector fields
(5.29), to obtain, by (2.10), that
[πnh, πnh](dp˜φ, dp˜S, dψ) = 4r cos(φ)J2(φ),
[πnh, πnh](dp˜φ, dp˜S, α) = 4r cos(φ)J1(φ)
[πnh, πnh](dp˜φ, dp˜S, ǫ
i) = (−1)i2r cos(φ), i = 1, 2,
(5.31)
while on other combination of elements the Jacobiator is zero.
This example admits a symmetry given by the Lie group SE(2), see [16]. The reduced manifold
M/G is S1 × S(−π/2,−π/2) × R3 and the nonholonomic bivector field πnh is invariant by the orbit
projection ρ : M→ M/G. Thus, on M/G we have the reduced nonholonomic bivector defined at each
α ∈ T ∗(M/G) by
(πnh
red
)♯(α) = Tρπ♯
nh
(ρ∗α).
The Jacobiator of the reduced nonholonomic bivector field πnh
red
satisfies
[πnh
red
, πnh
red
](α, β, γ) = Tρ ([πnh, πnh](ρ
∗α, ρ∗β, ρ∗γ))
for α, β, γ ∈ T ∗(M/G). So, in our example it is simple to compute the Jacobiator of πnh
red
. Taking into ac-
count that, in local coordinates, the orbit projection ρ : M→M/G is given by ρ(ψ, φ, θ, x, y, p˜ψ , p˜φ, p˜S) =
(ψ, φ, p˜ψ , p˜φ, p˜S), the Jacobiator of the reduced bivector π
nh
red
describing the dynamics is given by
[πnh
red
, πnh
red
](dp˜φ, dp˜S, dψ) = 4r cos(φ)J2(φ)
while on other elements of T ∗(M/G) is zero.
Just to complete the example we can write, in our coordinates, the reduced bivector field πnh
red
on
M/G:
πred
nh
=
∂
∂ψ
∧
∂
∂p˜ψ
+
∂
∂φ
∧
∂
∂p˜φ
− (p˜S2 tan φ+ 4r(J1p˜S + J2p˜ψ) cos(φ))
∂
∂p˜S
∧
∂
∂p˜φ
.
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